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South Korea is America's Indo-Pacific Partner
By Anthony Kim, Research Manager and Editor of Index of Economic Freedom
at the Heritage Foundation

Driven by shared values and dynamic economic interactions, the
U.S.–South Korean alliance has been indispensable in achieving
Washington’s strategic objectives and maintaining stability in Asia
over the past decades. Indeed, the U.S. alliance with South Korea has
been deservingly recognized as one of the most successful U.S.
bilateral relationships. That dynamic partnership between the two
willing allies continues to evolve in a more complex and challenging
geopolitical environment, particularly in the Indo-Pacific theater.
In a time when competition among countries manifests itself more often in the economic and
political spheres rather than militarily, America’s role as security guarantor has turned out to
be a vital yet incomplete indicator of engagement with the region. In fact, more than ever,
trade and investment issues meld foreign policy and economic policy. There are many areas
of potential constructive and forward-looking cooperation, but without vibrant commercial
links and practical entrepreneurial interactions based on trust and shared values, economic
cooperation among countries in the Indo-Pacific region cannot last and flourish.
The U.S. and its close allies in Asia have made the strategic choice to defend the principles of
a free market rules-based order and practiced it over the past decades. Now that choice must
be reinforced with stronger commitment and concrete action.
Highlighting the importance of deeper and more strategic U.S. engagement with IndoPacific, the world’s largest and fastest-growing region, David Stilwell, Assistant Secretary of
State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, emphasized in his September 18 testimony before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee:
“Our vision for a free and open Indo-Pacific is built on common principles that have
benefitted all countries in the region…The history of U.S. engagement in the Indo-Pacific is a
story of trade and commerce… It is also one of shared sacrifices, as we joined with partners
to push back the tides of imperialism, communism, and despotism.”
In fact, describing the United States-South Korea alliance as the linchpin of peace and
security in the Indo-Pacific region, President Trump and President Moon have agreed to
deepen bilateral cooperation on Washington’s Indo-Pacific Strategy and Seoul's New
Southern Policy during President Trump’s visit to South Korea in late-June.

As a matter of fact, over the past decades, the United States and South Korea have put into
place a practical framework for fruitful economic partnerships that have been delivering
measurable, concrete benefits for Americans and Koreans alike. Dynamic trade and
investment activities have deepened and broadened the economic relationship, and the two
longtime allies have much more to gain if they work together to reinforce the values of open
markets and free trade in the Indo-Pacific region.
In the rapidly evolving world of development assistance, with its greater emphasis on the
vital role of the private sector in achieving durable economic growth, enhancing U.S.–South
Korean international-development cooperation, for example, presents a distinctive
opportunity to coordinate the two countries’ ongoing development assistance more
strategically and maximize the potential impact of aid.
As a former recipient of U.S. development assistance, South Korea, now one of the welladvanced economies in the world, provides a unique perspective and credibility to the donor
community it has now joined.
A strategic partnership between South Korea and the United States to provide developing
countries in the Indo-Pacific region with values-driven, results-oriented development
assistance has considerable potential to promote best practices effectively and strengthen aid
efficiency.
Such a pragmatic partnership would in turn reinforce other vital economic and diplomatic
linkages between the two long-time allies. South Korea has proven to be a reliable and strong
ally for America in advancing freedom, opportunity, and prosperity in the region and around
the globe.
Indeed, much more can be accomplished, as the United States and South Korea have a lot to
offer to each other and much to gain from their ever-evolving partnership in building
“environments that foster good, productive capitalism” in the Indo-Pacific region. Now is the
time to accelerate that process and broaden the horizon of the strategic long-term
partnership between Washington and Seoul.

KITA Chairman to Lead Delegation to
Washington D.C.

The Honorable Young-Ju Kim, Chairman
and CEO of the Korea International Trade
Association, is to lead a second delegation
to Washington D.C. from October 15th16th, 2019.
The recent Korea-Japan issues have
caused numerous uncertainties for the
South Korean business community, as
well as information-technology businesses
worldwide.
In order to address these issues, along
with opportunities to expand U.S.-Korea economic cooperation and remedies for trade
issues including Section 232 on autos, KITA Chairman Kim has arranged yet another
delegation to visit Washington. For detailed information of Chairman Kim’s biannual 2019
KITA Delegation, stay-tuned to next month’s KITA Washington Trade Update!

KITA Washington Center-KEI to Hold Joint
Seminar on Korea-Japan Relations

In conjunction with the Korea Economic Institute, KITA will be co-hosting the seminar, “The
Effect of South Korea-Japan Relations on Trade and Global Economic Order” on October
16th, 2019. Through the seminar, KITA hopes to deliver to the Washington public an
objective view on what the recent Korea-Japan relations entail for global economic and trade
order. RSVP today to attend the seminar!
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